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To Whom It May Concern:
CONCIENTIOUS/RELIGIOUS OBJECTION REGARDING MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS
On Behalf of Member, Linda S Williams of Erie, Colorado USA
Liberty Ministries International was established in 1979 with the dedicated purpose to encourage
and enhance freedom-loving sovereign citizens of the United States (and the entire worldwide
congregation) to claim their God-Given rights and privileges in all aspects of their lives. In this
country there has always been the sacred right of Concientious Objection to going to war or
participating in activity that goes against each of our own important beliefs and dogmas. These
rights are guaranteed by our Constitution and the Bill of Rights, established at the founding of
our country.
Liberty Ministries welcomes all without any discrimination as to nationality, ethnicity, gender,
religious beliefs, or personal values. Members are encouraged to associate with all others on this
planet without judgement or partiality—choosing instead to accept all according to actual merit
and existence.
According to Christian scriptures, as well many other sacred texts, we believe that our bodies are
a Temple to be guarded with diligence from any negative influences, ingestions and technologies
used in and around that Temple. Many scriptures in the Christiam Bible support our members in
declining to receive any medication or vaccination that through research and devout prayer one
individually has come to believe are not fit or of value to our Temple.
Because we do not know the long-term consequences of this COVID-19 (or any subsequent
versions of it) on our bodies, the Holy Temple given to us at birth by God, we are forced to err
on the side of spiritual caution and decline to harm our bodies (Temples) in honor of our Creator
God and His Word. Much research and testimony from thousands of doctors have convinced us
that viable and safer options are available for treating this “virus,” therefore we choose to use
remedies provided by God and Nature for the wellness of our Temples.

The 1st Amendment to the Constitution has protected these exact claims before the Supreme
Court many times. States and local governments strive to control this perceived pandemic
through various edicts and mandates that may be found to also run afoul of the 1 st Amendment.
We believe that our spiritual laws, duties and rights supersede all. We urge our members to
otherwise follow all laws that do not violate our personally held “objects of conscientious
regard.”
Additionally, the Nuremberg Code states the right to avoid the imposition of human
experimentation is fundamentally rooted in the Nuremberg Code of 1947. Primary to this is the
participants in an experimental medical procedure must give informed consent. I hereby state
that I do NOT give my consent to participate in this experiment.
This is presented on behalf of our faithful member of Liberty Ministries 2021. Thank you for
your cooperation.
In dedication to Our Divine Creator,

Thomas K. Williams
Servant and Minister of God

Linda S. Williams
Member, Liberty Ministries 2021

